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Outsunny 3(M)x3(M) Garden Gazebo Double Top Outdoor Canopy Patio Event Party Wedding
Tent Backyard Sun Shade with Mesh Curtain-Grey

  View Product 

 Code : 84C-028GY

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£389.99

£259.99 / exc vat
£311.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

DOUBLE-TIER ROOF: Allows air to flow in and out to
regulate the temperature even with the curtains held back.
Built-in draining holes allow liquids to roll down to the
floor.
FOUR NETTINGS: Let the good in; keep the bad out.
Protect your sitting space from unwanted winged guests
without it getting muggy with top-mounted ventilation. Can
be held back to the frame with the hook and loop straps.
STEEL FRAME: Powder coated for extra strength the
solid composition of permanent gazebo ensures a
structure which is tough and durable keeping upright and
in place all day long.
POLYESTER CANOPY: With a top coating to protect the
garden pavilion against fading light water and UV damage
â€“ keeping the inside dry and covered.
ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED: Eight ground stakes to
attach patio gazebo firmly to the ground. DIMENSIONS:
2.75H x 3L x 3Wm. Eaves: 1.95Hm. Column Spacing:
2.17m. ASSEMBLY REQUIRED.
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